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Crackology, within the “flux urbanism” brief, aims to develop a project able to integrate multiple infrastructural flows and scales through an approach that moves 
away from a “traditional” functional standardization to a more environmental optimization, based on different urban experiences and information, which looks for a 
performance fitness between flows and mass.

RC:
Rather than going from one point to another in a straight line this project study the effect that a cracked path would produce in a city. Undoubtely this effect increase 
and maximize the experience between the pedestrian and the city itself, the public spaces [The city needs to be planned for the people and not for the buildings] Sao 
Paulo City as the location of our site is a perfect place to apply this research; people from there have a different understanding for public Space, they gain every part 
of the city like streets and parks to carry out their events and celebrations; they are the owners of the city.

MD:  
Through the project of Crackology one of the issue we want to raise is that of optimization.  Traditionally optimization refers to a “best” possible solution for a given 
problem.  In urban and architectural space, this has often led to an optimization of one aspect to the detriment of others.  This is especially true of our site in Sao 
Paulo.  Here infrastructure has been “optimized,” while the park and surrounding areas have become abandoned.  We attempt to find a new optimization that finds 
a balance between various parameters within a given site.  This leads to greater diversity of use and intermingling of spaces, often creating non-linear paths which 
to do more than simply connect A to B.  This non-linearity responds to multiple influences and increases the variety of spaces as well as connecting multiple places 
within the site.  This allows us to move beyond traditional direct connections and create a richer tapestry.

JJ:
The capability of individuals to perceive is constantly influenced and molded by their society, preventing them from developing it with their own experiences. The 
project Crackology originates from the behavior of cracks as they travel in a yet unpredictable path through material systems. We intend to use this attribute of con-
necting different parts of a whole in an alternative way to generate, in an urban scale, “not ordinary” experienWces and situations for individuals in order to reactivate 
and encourage their own perceptual faculty.

DR:  
Regardless of the social alienation, eventual by-product of the information era, this project, crackology, is understood as an opportunity to rethink the importance of 
information and public space for the life of cities. Although the exact physical behaviour of cracks is yet unknown the project finds in this particular event, a powerful 
analogy of open space creation and distribution. With this approach we aim to test a design strategy, where the volume is no longer the main concern of design but 
rather, the open-public space, traditionally leftover of master plans, defines both, its own and the surrounding mass attributes.  P
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T H E S I S   S T A T E M E N T

Crackology focuses on the forces that shape urban and architectural space. These forces are used to displace and redistribute mass along lines of movement. The crack 
is understood as a potential generator of urban pattern, from early material studies, that incorporates material and environmental factors. We attempt to create a para-
metric model that uses fitness criteria between the built mass and the urban flows. Using the brief of infrastructural flows at multiple scales, we aim to integrate the multiple 
levels of circulation that are currently independently arranged. Our system explores ways of finding variable solutions to negotiate mass and flows by producing a high 
degree of connectivity and differentiation. The site links a transit center with commercial, residential, and park areas through paths, which define both the solid and void 
relationships. The resulting proto-optimized spaces endorse the spontaneous activities that promote the social interactivity that characterizes the vibrant Brazilian culture.
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Cracking is the breaking of a material into two or more pieces.  We looked at how this process occurs in nature to find how it could then be translated into a possible 
architectural system.  Cracks appear in materials when a force that is greater than the individual bond strength is introduced into a material system.  This process 
combines top-down and bottom-up processes.  The force that creates the crack is an element external to the material system, but the pattern that is created is based 
on the specific relations within the material itself.  Inconsistencies within the material create differing paths through which the force may flow, breaking the weakest 
bonds as it travels.  Cracking creates a self-similar, fractal pattern that is found throughout nature, but it varies from pure mathematical models as a result of the 
specific material properties and imperfections.
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Cracking is found in nature at all scales.  Earthquakes, mud-
flats, lightning, and bone micro fractures are all examples 
of these patterns. These patterns may seem random, but 
there logic is based on the material systems and the forces 
which affect them.  In earthquakes, the forces that push up 
from the center of the earth cause movement in the huge 
tectonic plates above creating fault lines that run across 
the countryside.  As a previously wet terrain dries out, 
surface tension creates the regular patterns found in mud 
flats. Electrical discharges in the air crack the air causing 
lightning to appear.  Impacts on bones cause small cracks 
to occur.  In all these examples, the forces are mediated by 
the material through which they pass.  This is mediation is 
what we tried to examine in our material experiments.
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Ice box cast Ice cylinder cast Ice dome cast

Resin cube cast Resin cube cast with
parallel meshes

Resin cube cast with
curve mesh

Clay rectangular castConcrete rectangular cast Concrete rectangular cast
with wood block and hole

Glass

Acrylic

Concrete

Ice Resin

Clay

Different materials crack in 
different patterns, from the 
shattering of glass to the 
creeping cracks in concrete.  
This results from differenc-
es within the material, with 
glass being smoother and 
allowing the force to move in 
more linear direction, while 
concrete is full of imperfec-
tions, causing the crack to 
dislocate and branch as the 
force passes through the 
material.  Different types 
of forces also affect ma-
terials in different ways.  
Point forces creating direc-
tional cracks, while surface 
tension overall patterns.
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First impact
One crack

Second impact
Two cracks

Third impact
Three cracks

“N” impact
“N” cracks

First impact
General shattering

First Impact
Overall fracture

First Impact
Overall fracture

Incremental fracture 
around hole

Second impact
Futher shattering

Surface Tension
Box shape (plan)

Surface Tension
Box shape (front)

Surface Tension
Cylinder shape (plan)

Surface Tension
Cylinder shape (front)

Surface Tension
Dome shape (plan)

The materials used in our experiments were 
chosen for their ability to show a variety of differ-
ent crack patterns.  Acrylic and glass were used 
for application direct point loads creating linear 
cracks.  In the concrete molds, we inserted objects 
to see the effect of obstacles on the flow of the 
forces applied.  Clay showed the effects of sur-
face tension.  In ice, we were able to test multiple 
iterations of cracking by refreezing the blocks. 
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First impact
One crack (plan)

First impact
One crack (front)

Second/Third impact
Three cracks (plan)

Second/Third impact
Three cracks (front)

Fourth impact
Four cracks (plan)

Fourth impact
Four cracks (front)

Surface Tension
Curved mesh (front)

Surface Tension
Parallel meshes (front)

1

2

3

4

Detail 01

Detail 02

Detail 03

Detail 04

Our final experiment was aimed at creating a field condition in which we 
could develop several types of cracks.  Using a 1 meter by 60 centimeter 
pool of resin where we gradated the amount of hardener and insert metal 
mesh, we were able to create variated field.  This produced areas of intense 
cracking, cracks modified by the mesh, different hierarchies of cracks, and 
cracks large enough to begin to able to explore the space of the crack itself. 

The final experiments with resin and excess harderner we studied three 
dimesional cracking patterns as well as how metal meshes interfered and 
actually created curved cracking lines.
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Crack Diagram  +  A - B  Alternative Connectivity  +  Exploring the Voronoi  +  The Voronoi and the Crack  +  Redistributing the mass  +  Opening Packs
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Crack Diagram - It represents how the force find its way through 
the distribution of weakest points in the material.  This is the 
reason why cracks patterns are shaped by non-linear paths.
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A - B   Alternative Connectivity _ A basic way to understand connectivity and explore fluxes is the idea of something moving from a point A to a point B. The aim of the project is to look at an alternative 
connectivity which not only connects two points by finding the shortest distance, but when doing so, it also incorporate environmental parameters to produce what we call a proto-optimized path between 
the original A and B Points.

The following script looks for the shortest path, within a given pattern, between two points (or between one and multiple points) without crossing any cell or solid space. This means that the found shortest 
path or paths follow the lines of adjacency (or the weakest lines) of the pattern and, negotiating with it, marks and traces the potential line of displacement and, therefore, opening of space. These diverse 
lines of movement are important for our design not only because of their behavioral difference in terms of connectivity, but also because the resulting paths offer a singular, and perhaps richer, urban ex-
perience. The trajectories A-B are no longer linear and inform the relations between the space and the envelope; the flows redistribute the mass in an attempt to integrate the physical and the flow context.

While the geometries associated with the crack might seem non appropriate for flows, we are interested in the threshold where the minimum path becomes the optimal one, not only in terms of distance 
but in many experiential and environmental factors as well.
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For the project we conducted a 
series of experiments related with 
the voronoi operation in terms of 
potential mass, form and pattern 
generation. We use the voronoi 
as a strategy to create the mass 
through which the crack hap-
pens and in turn we use the crack 
as a conceptual way to negoti-
ate and re-explore the voronoi.

The concept of displacement and 
generation of space, given by the 
crack, can be applied and manipu-
lated in different ways and scales; 
from the flows and initial envelopes 
at the infrastructural and urban 
scales to the circulation spaces, 
structure and habitable spaces 
at the architectural scale. These 
are abstract explorations of the 
possibilities offered by this strat-
egy where divergent, and interde-
pendent, concepts such as mass 
and dislocation, solid and void, 
structure, space and space frame 
are being tested and explored.
 

V  O  R  O  N  O  I    &    The Crack
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Redistributing the Mass_When displaced by the space of the crack, the mass is 
reconfigured in multiple ways. As part of our experimentation we explored pos-
sible configurations and the potential of the interstitial space that is generated. 
In this process of re-placement we have identified diverse cases of aggregation. 
Whether the cells share faces or penetrate each other, the resulting configura-
tion offers a dissimilar and differentiated spatiality which opens more possibili-
ties for our design.

In this studies we tried to control the displacement of each of the cells by apply-
ing external forces. The cells were obtained by applying randomly the voronoi 
model in one polygonal solid.  
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Opening Packs_Because the voronoi operation results in structures that are packed cells we developed a subsequent script to open up the faces of a given cell or group of cells by a scale operation. The 
aim of the script is to incorporate environmental information to make the structures and the opening of the cells responsive. The investigation shown here, relates to a basic structural logic, where the dis-
tance to the floor defines the size of the opening and therefore the weight of each element. 
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We decided to use the voronoi model in order to control the subdivisions of the solids. According to the distribution of points in a solid or in a points field we can also control different parameters. The Voronoi model  give us a certain control in the process 
of creating space.  This samples show different studies focused on creating patterns and tools for the design process of the crack research.
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Voronoi Cells as possible Structure and possi-
ble configuration of space. The adjacency that 
share each of the cells allow a continuity and 
coherence proper characteristic of a natural 
structure. But it is not solved at all these images 
show different studies of the voronoi cells. We 
will need to design an intelligence system that 
could drive the creation of a proper structure.  
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Voronoi Patterns

We studied voronoi patterns as simulations of material cracking in ani-
mation. By doing so, we gained interest in the variety of patterns, from 
very ordered to completely random, that could be achieved through 
point distributions. These patterns allow us to incorporate the materi-
al properties, found in the material experiments, into our digital process.

The following diagrams show how the original information of the 
points is being translated through the voronoi operation into a new 
pattern.  In addition we explored and included in the operation in-
formation given by the previous pattern to create an iterative proce-
dure that generates intricacy and a certain degree of differentiation. 
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Centroid Evaluation Original Solution First Iteration Second Iteration Third Iteration Fourth Iteration032



Intersection Subdivision Original Solution First Iteration Second Iteration Third Iteration Fourth Iteration 033



V o r o n o i  C e l l s   s t u d y   M o d e l s
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The urban massing, resulting from the various operations implemented on the site, defines the different position, densities and configuration of the multiple parts of 
the site itself. By further subdividing the cells from the urban scale, we can begin to identify, either formal or programmatically, the potential use of the differentiated 
site. 

Furthermore, we think that the crack, the open space strategy, can be also applicable and useful at the architectural scale. Therefore at this scale, we explored similar 
techniques to create the different building parts, the partitions and the structural elements or components.

In general terms we have identified 3 types of volumetric aggregation which we have called HR (High Rise buildings or Towers), MR (Mid Rise Structures) and LR 
(Low Rise Areas). Each of the types actualizes the different densities given by the field operations of the site and defines, at the same time, the possible program-
matic distribution. In this way, towers are mainly thought to be suitable for office activities, the mid rise buildings mainly for housing purposes and the flat areas for 
public activities.
In addition to the previous typologies we have experimented with a singular type of building which fits the operational criteria of the site. A building to house and orga-
nize the transportation activity, currently happening in the site, is required by the brief and by the site itself. The transportation building has, therefore, been explored 
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Original plans Core displacement

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6
Displaced SectionOriginal Section

HR_ T o w e r   T y p o l o g y
Core & Spatial Differentiation
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Entrances are created as well by splitting the mass. The displacement breaks the original structural logic of the voronoi and leaves an open space. The open space becomes an inhabitable struc-
tural element which connects the exterior surface of the building with the core and the interior public spaces, while the remaining pieces, once reconfigured by the force, give form to the volume.  

HR_ T o w e r   T y p o l o g y
Core & Spatial Differentiation
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The aim of these operations is to provide both circulation and structure to the buildings, while also providing differentiated spaces 
that can be appropriated for different programmatic requirements depending on their particular spatial characteristics and affects.
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         MR_HOUSING CLUSTERS

The information extracted from the site and its surroundings, and the different densities resulting from the urban strategy and operation, show that structures with housing purposes are a potential 
programmatic activity within the site. Nevertheless, because of the resulting size and position of those structures, and the border condition that they generate, these structures must incorporate both 
a transitional space at the ground level and vertical circulations. In this case, the idea of displacement helps to generate the transitional space between the public space of the landscape, the interior 
courtyards and the private space.

The transitional space is then generated by vertical array of points which are placed depending on maximum shadow projection and maximum distances between vertical circulation spaces. The result-
ing array of cells is displaced or removed and by doing this, the transitional space does not only connect different parts of the site but also connects to courtyards that let in light, both into the units and 
the ground.

Finally the face opening script has been used to modify some of the surfaces of the cells and a mechanical operation to add slabs has been performed within the structures to gain understanding of the 
scale, the image, the effects and the diverse spaces that these structures incorporate. 
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With the design of the bus terminal the issue 
of the spatial and material continuity between 
the landscape and the surfaces of the build-
ing has been explored.  The aim is to produce 
and maintain a natural continuity where build-
ings are part of the ground and vice versa.

B U S    T  E   R  M  I  N  A  L _P r o t o t y pe 044



The structure given by 
the voronoi cells was 
subsequently developed 
to explore the spatial-
ity inside the buildings 
and the exterior faces of 
the different cells were 
taken as a grid from 
which the control of the 
openings is related to 
the structural definition 
of the whole object. The 
relation between the ex-
terior and the interior is 
given by the openings.
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The bus terminal incorporates diverse activities and is divided in two main parts. The first part is the building that contains public spaces with different programmatic 
activities, commerce and offices and the second part, which is a metropolitan bus stop, is placed under a big roof. The surface of the roof continues the landscape.
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The slabs in this case were defined in each of the cells that conforms the prototype and by subtraction it was generated the spatial integration inside the building. On the other hand the general and the vertical circulation 
was defined by the insertion of another layer of points in the general configuration. The openings were defined by the main structure of the cells and taking into account scale factors, relation interior/exterior and the main 
definition of the object. 
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This images show the interior spaces of the terminal station. The roof of the station is a public space that belongs to whole landscape surface of the urban proposal. The relation between exterior and interior 
in the whole proposal is given by the openings that are completely linked with the general structure of the building.
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The site is located in the historic center of Sao Paulo, Brazil.  This city, of 23 million is the largest in South America, is home to both the largest favelas, and banks 
on the continent.  The city is characterized by its Latin American culture, full of life, warm weather, along with its colonial past.  The city itself grew from a small settle-
ment along the Tamandatuei River into the heart of the region through gold, sugar, coffee exports, and more recently banking. 

S i t e_Within the center of a developing Sao Paulo the site of Parque Dom Pedro II sits forgotten.  Though it is close to the oldest parts of the city the site sits below 
the flooding plain and has never been fully developed.  This has allowed it to become a leftover territory inhabited by transport infrastructure and the homeless, which 
have rendered the site impenetrable and the park useless. The haphazard implementation of infrastructure on the site and urban decay surrounding it has prevented 
any integrated redevelopment to occur.  However in recent years the city has been developing the areas around Parque Dom Pedro II.  To the North a new cultural 
corridor is being developed. To the West pedestrian areas and the old center are being revitalized. And to the East and South old industrial zones are beginning to 
reorient themselves toward residential and small business.  This allows us to think of this area as no longer isolated but as part of a large urban resurgence.
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Growth until 1872
Growth 1973 - 1914
Growth 1915 - 1929

Growth 1930 - 1949
Growth 1950 - 1962
Growth 1963 - 1974

Low Res. Housing
High Res. Housing
Low Res. Building

High Res. Building
Commerce
Industry

Res./Comm./Serv.
Res./Ind.
Comm./ Serv./Ind.

Parking
Public Infrast.
Schools

Urban Growth Existing City Programme

The most recent growth explosion occurred in the 1960’s with the banking boom.  During this period, the infrastructure of the city was also 
greatly expanded, cutting highways through the fabric of old Sao Paulo to serve new areas growing to the southwest.  This left many ar-
eas of the old city isolated leading to inner city decay.  New areas that were built were often isolated from public infrastructure and further 
propagated the car as the primary mode of transportation.  Towers often were set back from the street and further isolated by high gates and 
security guards.  The super rich here have created the world’s largest private helicopter fleet. 
At the other end of the spectrum are the favelas, shanty towns that have grown to house the poorest of Brazil’s population.  These areas 
spring up in disused areas growing chaotically through the outskirts of the city.  This new disenfranchised population has created a new 
society parallel to that of the rich, with more than 30% of new jobs being illegitimate.  

Aerial View of Sao Paulo
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Until 1950: Original Center
1950 - 1960: Paulitsa Avenue
1960 - 1970: Cerqueira Cesar

1970: Faria Lima Avenue
1970 - 1990: Vila Olimpia
1990 - 2000: Marginal Pinheiros

2000: Marginal / Vila Leopoldina River
Highways
Underground

Train tracks
Helipads 
Densities

Moving Centers Existing Densities and Fluxes

Highways cutting through the city center Underground station at peak hour Helipad Shanty towns 
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Bus Terminal Dom Pedro II

Tamanduatei River going underground

“Palacio de las Industrias”

Our approach is to integrate both the infrastructure 
and public programs into a dynamic whole that is 
both proto-optimized and accessible.  To achieve 
this we look at the different types of flows/forces 
that affect the site.  These can be categorized into 
pedestrian, automobile, bus, subway, and river 
flows.  The goal is to have these forces acting in a 
interdependent system which can define the lines 
of our cracking system, each defined based on 
the direction, strength, and density.  These lines 
are further affected by each other and site-specific 
attractors and repellors, creating the environ-
mentally optimized system we aim for.  The lines 
in turn expand to create spaces within the urban 
mass based on these parameters.  The new ur-
ban corridors and fields generate the void within 
the solid of the city, with the remaining blocks be-
coming the massing of the buildings.  This reversal 
of the traditional solid void design methodology 
allows us to focus on the public and infrastruc-
tural elements of the design, while the site-spe-
cific parameters create a non-linear path system 
that balances infrastructure with accessibility.

Site
Original City Center - pedestrian zone + abandoned 
buildings
Market
Abandoned industrial and growing residential zone 
Developing cultural zone
Tamanduatei river
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To redevelop the site of Parque Dom Pedro II we have take some decisions in terms of programmatic and urban layout of the site.  This is based partly on our design 
intentions along with information given from the site itself.  Programmatically we used the voronoi block map to determine program through adjacency.  This gives a 
distribution of office and commercial in the northwest.  This transitions to public and park zones near the river and south of the Palacio da las Industrias, which we 
intend to keep.  In the southeast, a residential program has been appropriated next to new residential towers in the area.  We will also relocate the bus terminal and 
subway station to the southwest part of the site to be able to combine these two programs into a single transit center.
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Our initial urban approach was based on density information collected from the area surrounding the site.  We separated density by program and set up a particle 
system to be able to dynamically introduce this density in the site.  Using attractors and repellors on the site (the market, bus station, river, and different program-
matic zones), the density was redistributed.  From this information we implemented a density script which would give the points for the voronoi distribution.
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While the geometries associated with the crack might seem non appropriate for flows, we are interested in the threshold where the minimum path becomes the optimal one, not only in terms of distance 
but in many experiential and environmental factors as well. With this test of different angles, widths, speeds and frictions we are trying to gain understanding over this issues in order to be able to achieve 
the mentioned fitness between the mass and the flow.
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The “shortest path 
script” is tested on 
the site already load-
ed with the contex-
tual information; the 
result of the script is 
then used to generate 
paths that are further 
tested with groups of 
particles to study the 
relations between 
the resulting mass 
and the flow. Final-
ly, the behaviour of 
these flows and their 
concentration let us 
speculate on the po-
tential programmatic 
activities and also 
give us information 
about conflicts with 
which we can re-in-
form the model in or-
der to manipulate and 
adjust the fluxes for a 
better performance.
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We also mapped the site and its surrounding area using voronoi cells.  This method was implemented initial in an attempt to control the voronoi cells to create a formal equivalent of the site by placing points inside as well 
as outside the site.  What emerged was not only the formal outcome, but a correspondence between the points and major arteries and places of the site and it surroundings, along with a recreation of the river which 
runs through the site without this being a conscious design.  The voronoi method was also used to map the area based on centroids of both the blocks and the buildings as the generating points of the vornoi cells. In 
these studies all information from the interior of the site was removed to create a tabula rasa condition.  These also recreated the river and gave information as to density, program, and other possible influences on the site.
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We also attempted to create our urban mass through manipulation of the voronoi algorithm.  This study shows a site partitioning taken from the voronoi distribution of the surrounding blocks.  The cells 
were broken down based on corner vertices to create block size cells on the site itself.  The urban mass was given height based on offsetting and rotating the initial points and removing the upper layer 
of cells to reveal the 3 dimensional landscapes below.
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The voronoi approach to the site was carried further by continuing to subdivide the site based on the initial density information.  They create a differentiation of larger and smaller cells as certain areas 
of the site were subdivided more than other areas.  The commercial area was the densest, followed by the residential and transit center parts of the site.  The park area remain as large cells, creating 
larger flatter cells, while the smaller cells of the commercial area were raised up to create a tower typology.
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Materiality of the Site_ We got the materiality of the site ap-
plying the main logic of densities and connections informed 
by the urban fabric of the context as well as the control of 
the pattern in 3D. The connectivity is created by the displace-
ment of each of the cells generated by applying environ-
ment forces that represent traffic and pedestrian flows. The 
aim is to conceive the crack as a particular urban context 
that allows a different type of connectivity and integration.
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Massing Studies_ Control of the 3d voronoi pattern – Accord-
ing to the studies of the voronoi patterns in 2 dimensions we 
started to develop the same logic of iterations in 3 dimen-
sions. The control of the pattern in 3D gives us the possibility 
to control the heights and spaces configured in the urban pro-
posal. Finally these techniques are not completely developed.
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The final urban proposal consisted of combining the 
voronoi methodology with the density information to cre-
ate a three dimensional urban plan.  The first stage used 
voronoi cells taken from the surrounding context and sub-
dividing them to create greater density on the site.  This 
creates an urban material onto which we can apply both 
the density information and then proceed with the crack-
ing and displacement to achieve at the spaces and mass-
ing based on fitness criteria as previously described.

Step 1: Initial point distribution of city block centroids Step 2: Voronoi cells created based on point distribution
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Step 3: New points selected from intersections of first voronoi distribution Step 4: New voronoi subdivision based on intersection points Step 5: Second iteration of intersection points creating denser voronoi 
            distribution
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The second stage deploys the density information into 
the site.  This creates an added layer of information from 
which, density, height, and program distribution can be in-
troduced to modify the original voronoi cell distribution.  The 
density information is based on program and height dis-
tribution of the surrounding area.  This is transferred into 
particles which are dynamical introduced into the site in 
the same process as explained in the initial site proposal.

Step 6: Existing density and program information Step 7: Implementation of the density and program particles onto the site
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Step 8: Grouping of particles based on density to create new voronoi points
            and extract height information

Step 9: Circles indicate what height each voronoi cell will achieve Step 10: 3 dimensional voronoi implementation
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The final stage is an implementation of the cracking meth-
od onto the site to create paths and open spaces.  Using 
methods discussed earlier, the existing voronoi distribution 
is redeployed.  The short path script is utilized to find the 
best routes through the site.  These routes are then analyzed 
with the particle path flow method to determine how much 
force must be applied to create appropriate paths for differ-
ing types of flow.   In the final urban plan we can see how the 
cells have shifted to create new urban spaces and corridors 
for flow.  The cells shift and begin to overlap creating a variety 
of conditions that we aim to exploit at the architectural scale.

Step 11: Cells that are not on the site are removed Step 12: Final cell distribution
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Step 13: Path Finding script Step 14: Particle Path Flow Step 15: Forces applied - Final Urban Proposal
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Neil Spiller:  The first thing, your presentation was rather too dull, you’ve got to get in… in the future your presentation …It was far too long.   I was thinking of 
sawing my leg of just for a bit of fun … It’s a very pretty proposal and the middle phase, right this phase kind of reminds me of the Incredible Hulk [indicating board 
TT], and I liked it for that reason. Here while it is more sort of architectonically-resolved-articulated-fetishized [indicating board BT], I’ve kind of seen that before, I 
love its nice and clear.  A lot of your images don’t really have any kind of context in them, I mean at the beginning you showed signs of all that, and then they 
don’t seem to have the inhabited by sort of sense of program and in the latter part of the presentation I am frantically  searching for why people would be walking 
on that plane, what is underneath, what is in that funny shape thing there, where are the buses, where is the commerce, where is the… you know. I think you 
kind of fetishized the formal qualities of the work more than the kind of programmatic ones. I think that the vital importance is synthesis between the 
two, because that’s what you predicated on. I liked the thing of Voronoied stuff, I thought that had potential right at the beginning to develop an architecture 
that was very very strange indeed, the color coding, the adjacencies, and all that is very interesting.

Cristos Passas: I would like an explanation which shows how the master plan, the part of the urban fabric, can actually fully use that quality of the Voronoi algo-
rithm to give you difference… differentiate a technique again … it’s not just an accumulation of aggregates of the volumes but that every time that there 
is a subdivision many many times more polymorphic or more kind of landscaped and aggregation of functions or forms.  It seems to me that you know 
the moment when you start to put horizontal slabs inside this building it seems to be very unfortunate.

Patrik Schumacher:  ...it means something, … today we have a  … to work without curvature and work without gradient

Brett Steel: Where are the curves?

PS: Instead of curvature it means where is the gradient? Something which… 

BS: Just curves, just make it curves.

PS: The reason why curves do a lot ordinary work  where you build up complexity and you proliferating angles all that would give us is the motion of gradient and 
the only… because this project becomes the kind of incomprehensible visual chaos unless you structured through some of these [referring Voronoi 
diagrams] that I did like, I like the kind of series of refeeding the Voronoi to itself and that made a dreadful proliferation of the initial … or gradual degrading and 
dissipation of an initially given figure and I was wondering if the series as a whole maybe multiple of these could be an order which you can give to that, sideways. 
The other aspect which I did like was where you had contextual informal way of kind of copying neighboring parcels sliding points into the field of the 
setup of the initial Voronoi location, that moment has a sense of adaptation and good continuation of the context which then became more logical.  
Other than that you are just looking at the proliferation of these cracks and then the buildings coming up, nothing seems to be establishing a kind of order which 
would carry further an articulation, causing the inhabitable, that’s what I sense.

Charles Jencks: Can I second that, I think I want to speak of curves too. You know there is a Czech machine that moves and turns in an angle, and it’s a machine 
that is the only one that could go through your buildings and I am interested in crackology, how you started, and I wished that you had ended on crackology, the 
thoery of cracks.  But you had it at the beginning which I thought was going in a certain way but then there was a jump in logic and I think the problem with this 
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diagram, which is a wonderful Dr. Caligari sections, in the 1919 films set, is (you know) in patterns of cities or vortex or the river you mentioned, it does flow in 
lines and is very hard to drive your car, like that [making angles with hands] as cracks, but there is this machine I am telling you about which you really should look 
into because it’s the only vehicle I know which can go at 30 degrees then 80 and then 90 and turn angularly because it’s a machine its wheels rotate.  So I mean 
flow, walking and verticality, the crack is really a metaphor of a break isn’t it? Is shear mostly, it’s a material metaphor isn’t it, ultimately, and like everything that 
we have seen today, it’s a mapping of this basic metaphor and my wish is that you had, as Bret said of the previous one, you’ve taken just the metaphor where 
you’ve been remorselessly so relentless with it than you are showing you haven’t wrestled with it at a level of the urban realm with flow, with pedestrian 
movement and living. So I want it to work, but it seems to me that it’s still, it works formally, formally it’s incredibly strong and you’re relentless presentation where 
you refused to go an put your finger even though we asked you four times but it’s a kind of beautiful Eisenmanian refusal which is fine, I mean it fits your script, it 
was scripted. Anyway I suppose I am complementing you but I still want to know where you would take it in … Why would you show us this tantatalizing section; 
it’s not a section I guess it’s something else.. just this machine [matei says it is a section] oh it is?

Lars Spybrouk: I think the problem is you have to distinct between the joint and the crack. I think the problem here there is moment when you start 
using cracks as joints. So joint means structural system having a big set system you subdivide and subdivide and you get joints systems, like Ken 
Frampton reading Semper.  Cracks operate life from a whole and they crack down so… but it’s still a system, it’s all alright and then it comes form and it 
goes all down. Then  is all incidences, like you need a road and what do you do? You take your forms, they are already forms, and you separate them with a force, 
you take your forms and separate them to get your atrium or separate them… the incidence of the openings? There is no rule set between that parameter that 
tells you where to open and close it, it’s just incidence. I think that is the problem so you get system system system form form form form, this way 
Eisenmanian starts. From that moment on, all your decision are not rule-based, they are not consistent, they are just cute, and that’s a trap. You have forms, 
basically all of these could be cubes, it could be as a few versions leave one out …

BS: There is one in this model This model is kind of intriguing. 

LS: It’s basically you think it’s not cubes because it always looks good, morphologically, but that is the cute part about the project is it always uses this 
cube image, this sculptural … but it’s full of incidence, there are no rules from that moment on the project goes like… [makes a hand gesture of going down]. 
Really, I think the problem is really how you go from system to form.

Alisa Andershek: Your initial series of investigations basically they have few moments that are potential instruments or tools that you can employ later … that in-
strument that you can play on let’s say, but then really you have to start structuring population of points because they are the ones that kind of are driving 
your cells, your discrete elements. I would go back there and pay attention there. All the potential logics, maybe you need some other logics.  I mean, Voronoi 
cannot resolve everything. There was this Voronoi fever five years ago when all the projects were Voronoi projects, but that one algorithm cannot solve all your 
problems and even in some of your initial studies at least you were kind of looking into extreme densities and sudden shifting next to densities where you get fabric 
that goes through a very rapid phase change and things like that which in the end.  We have this Voronoi working again in the same order of scale instead of 
generic point clouds and my talk actually, I mean Patrik was saying that was interesting moment where you were setting points from the context but I 
thought actually it wasn’t interesting because these points weren’t set in an interesting way, so in the end you got like a kind of generic, swarming, of 
these points which obviously would produce generic fabric of Voronoi which doesn’t have any intelligence to specialize, you were mentioning at one 
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point the specialization of your cells. Initially maybe they were starting to be specialized as far as in articulation and intelligence, but later on none of these was 
really employed and I agree. Especially, the problem was where you exploding your Voronoi on the site, started moving pieces although the logic of that algorithm 
is actually to negotiate different densities so it makes this kind of continuous fabric to negotiate these points, the distribution of these density points, and suddenly 
you take these cubes and start tilting them around and I really don’t understand.

Phillip Morel: This is something which is very obvious in your section especially because when we see those 2D drawings we start to set up a system, to gain a 
control from your voronoi sets and suddenly it disappears and by far the worst is the sections because you are obliged to put flat slabs into it and you can do 
nothing with that I mean if you had paid more attention to the geometric, mathematical nature of a voronoi diagram of a voronoi cells is you would have 
been able to push it further.  I mean that’s the main danger.  I would say as a result of the presentation while the one on the other side was much more flexible and 
careful of the use of voronoi figure. The thing is that, once you decide to use a geometrical object which has its own rules, especially the voronoi object, which 
is absolutely constraining, it is not flexible at all.  It gives us the impression its flexible, but by the way is one o the less flexible geometrical objects. It’s only a 
partitioning diagram. It does nothing except partition space so you can envision the space as an idea with a geometric algorithm or that you can do voronoi 
diagrams to represent the phylotype or genotype and you never see them visually or geometrically speaking, or you can use them as the space, but it’s 
too far too literal, the passage from the geometrical figure to the architecture. It’s far too literal and once you’ve done that. Each architecture should keep this in 
mind, Donald Judd once said, if you can find a shape that wouldn’t be geometrical or biological, or groovy, I would say, that would be a true discovery.  At the end…

BS: Here we don’t have groovy you say?

PM:  No, of course. Before we had some groovy shapes. The most interesting projects were the ones that were trying to find shapes that were not either obvi-
ously geometrical or obviously biological, I mean groovy, I mean to have much more complexity between those. Here in your section it is obvious that you are 
not managing to solve this problem

BS: It’s hard to see in the section how the ideas you are talking are informing the shape.  Form is a harder thing to get at right now. The thing that you 
put on the table that is interesting. What I find is that the larger field is  somehow going to inform what’s happening with in it.  What has being offered 
here are a series of points about how it’s not really doing that yet. You abstract a set of forces out of that larger field.  It looks like your illustrate what you 
are trying to do then you setup a operation in which whether through the animation or the simulation there is  a kind of forming process which takes place. And it 
comes up in several points during the presentation but I think the, I would disagree with Philip that your major problem isn’t to figure out a better way to use the 
voronoi, so much as what can we add to that field of complexity to get the voronoi to do more work than its doing.  I mean all your asking the voronoi to 
do, and everyone is giving comments on its relative success, I mean all your asking it to do is to figure the massing of some envelopes. an unspecified number 
of building envelopes, in an undescribed physical setting, are being  subdivide and shaped, I think more than formed, by an application of voronoi thinking, I 
mean fair enough, but I think at this stage of 21st century urbanism, is that really the only problem out there to solve. If that’s it, then I think we’re done, six more 
months to get the voronoi to better work. But why not for example introduce the question of open space or infrastructure, Patrick wants curves, I mean 
infrastructure in the 20th century was the invention of curvilinear space in a world where architecture was thinking orthogonally.  I love the fact that 
you have a roundabout that dies in your project, because it really stops because you have no expectation that infrastructure should exist. Again 
because we’re spending 99% of our time massing these irregularly shaped figures. And I think that fair enough you want to bias that, architects tend to do that, 
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but the argument you have to defend is that in fact that way of thinking about the city. infrastructure or open space, the distribution of sometimes completely 
different programs, no longer matters, because that’s what you are effectively pushing off the table so the entire 5 month project an be about an intelligent way 
of figuring these envelopes.  It’s not a very deep project, you know.  We went through the stage of voronoi became vor-no for a while, like we tried to stop the 
creed, but you’ve brought it back and the voronoi is going to drive it, but I would say at least ask the voronoi to do more work for you. It’d be fun for it to do.

AA: There’s nothing wrong with it, I mean it’s an extremely important algorithm. and I actually and I disagree that its not flexible, it can deal with this kind of poli-
stellar continuum in a very interesting way.

PM: I not convinced that it’s the most flexible thing that exists in geometry

BS: Regardless, it’s not as inflexible as this application.  It’s just very inflexible right now.

TV: We all agree that panel number 3 is .. we keep going back to it, keep being drawn to it ,only because it has so much more variety of how you’ve worked with 
it, and the point system and the different densities and the organizational patterns as far more rich.  At some moment which are at different scale should 
all be the same and whether they are different typologies. they all seen to be about the same, because they all result in same organizational , distribution of 
points. Now I think what’s missing, that you need to go back and reassess, from the richness of the potential of using voronoi, now we can debate whether 
it’s a good system or its bad system, I think what you are working on is an algorithmic architecture not so much a parametric one.  That if you were to 
say that if there are a certain kind of parameters.  Your just on the edge on making these discoveries.  The structural diagram (its right behind you) where there 
is a solid that goes to a void is a kind of something in that, just highly untested and just a beginning. And the partition section is an absolute disaster.  I think the 
potential of organizing floors in ways that over long stretches can be angled, can become ramps or what other questions can you ask the floors to do other than 
just array themselves in a box, a funny shaped box.  I think it’s trying to find design application that have different parameters.  We talked about the curvilinear-
ity of the road ways.  I’m also amazed that you would take the river and turn it into a zigzag voronoi, because it would be too much to imagine that at 
some moment in the project well it would be straight. If it’s supposed to replicate the first statements of the project that you want negotiate the west 
side and east side of the site, it looks like you want to put something different on the west side and the east side. You’ve done that, very successfully, 
but if you were too negotiate west to east side wouldn’t it mean that you would establish a self-similarity to the smaller medieval fabric on the left 
and the bigger masses, lower, big box, thin strips on the right side of the site.  I think if you look at the earlier diagrams in 2d, there is the potential 
to develop  a kind of urban organization that would be far more differentiated, because right now it’s all about the same size, block, condition shape.  
And I would really stick to the brief that the bus station would really give you a kind of resistance to be able to ... it would actually force a differentia-
tion, when you apply the voronoi.  And if there were other kinds of programmatic relation between them, different parts of the site or how they might 
be totally segregated or how they might mix, you have a tool to be able to give individuated identities and highly hybridized identities also.  So I think 
there is so much more work and I don’t really want to talk to you about a project that is being accused of being familiar.  I think the challenge is to overcome the 
familiar results that seems whatever you do ends up in the same organizational logic and I think you really need to develop the specificity of the parametrics that 
drive the work not just the algorithm.

TB:  I really find a lot of good work in this project, but I think that you are probably getting more criticism than you would otherwise because your presentation 
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was quite lousy. But the work pinned up is really good, TT should be removed, just taken down, it a disaster scene, a really bad moment, you probably did that 
too soon.  But I think that some elements are quite interesting, for example the way you have been evolving street patterns, looks to be quite successful, but they 
end in this slightly banal animation of the thing growing, and I see that on lots of levels on this project, where you get something quite sublime and something 
ridiculous, just immediately afterwards.  I don’t know if it’s because you’re going to fast into tangible elements from the theory, I don’t know. But the 
other thing is, you’re absolutely right, the thing that’s missing is right now is that there is no program, so the voronoi is just spilling out everywhere, 
like bubbles in a sink, and I think, I found it really that you are talking about bus station, I can’t for the life of me  figure out how the bus station influence what is 
going on here, so I just really recon that it’s time to take stock what the program is and what are the other things that you want this stuff to do.  It’s preposterous to 
subdivide and subdivide without actually know what anything is in your plan.  I think now you are treading water because you have gone way beyond where you 
can usefully get with your system and you need to put more inputs into it. And I think you’ll get some great stuff, but probably 25% of these boards will be torn up 
and you’ll progress, I think there is a good foundation for next semester.

PS : I would like to make a recommendation. What  you might want to work with this system. But I would look at what doesn’t work.  What doesn’t work for me is 
the sense of pure randomness and easiness, and kind of entropy more than  anything, I would go away from that and find a qualitative difference and sense of 
order. One thing for me is for instance, always interesting with voronoi patterns the kind of range the network negotiates from very small cells to very large cells.  
You sometimes have grid like borders and then you have the multidirectional, I would look for those.  Even in these patterns you have strong stretches and axes, I 
would try and look to have a field of cells, a pattern that sets up a sense of order and structural differentiation, and then you can come in with the next level. Where 
you say the 3dimensional and pick out solids and voids, where  you punch a hole into these faces based on some key principle, which then gives through another 
layer of qualities enhances the differentiation you’ve found and establishes these laws that correlate.  I was thinking even if you have a law for punching these 
holes, it doesn’t matter, because if you start with something that I call formalist, random amorphous, where  I don’t feel you can sample each part, it’s 
always the same, there is no sense of order.  You try to bring in these sublogics won’t bring you out of this. Once you start with something of order 
and differentiating order you can start to use some of these techniques to get somewhere, this kind of random distribution of angles is something you 
should absolutely correct and becomes ridiculous when it comes to the building. There must be biases, there might be biases in plan, there might be 
biases in section which have to avoid this random distribution of angles.  You can achieve a sense of order with these patterns but I don’t see it here, it’s 
too random, amorphous.

YO: I agree with Patrick, but I think the problem might be an issue of scale, like Alicia talked about.  Where does a voronoi take it .  It’s almost like you go from 
top down voronoi to break down, maybe you really need to look at it reversing order.  Perhaps those kind of chaotic patterns maybe very local small 
level, but if you increase that kind of order becomes clear and coherent.  So if you look at it from different scale that actually has a different sense of 
order.  Senses of order of  the building, the regional scale to the urban scale.  Maybe they have differences because right now it has the same thing 
all the way, just different sizes.  So I think the sense of order might appear you know if you increase the scale or decrease the scale.  That’s just one 
thing

PS: These [indicating  panel HT] I feel also kind of distracting.  Once you bring the point cloud into a rectilinear, like there, there is the edge that can attract differ-
entiation by the cells being pulled to that edge, anything which biases or  structures this system is welcome.   That’s why I like these [pointing to panel VS] because 
you started to have different input.  But anyway the point cloud as the input.  Seems to me a random evenness, where nothing is nothing different.
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YO:  But I think now we are evaluating voronoi based on a visual kind of perception, where in fact the voronoi has a very precise mathematical optimization pro-
cess called nearest neighbor.  A condition where from the point to a point that’s the nearest condition that the boundary creates, and right now that potential 
optimizing process is not being applied neither structurally nor programatically, just basically a way to create a subdivisional pattern.  So I think that 
these can be much more effective and become a decision making process.  So when you look at the pattern it may suggest something about the ways 
in which that buildings are organized, structures are organized.  Something more than just a pattern of something.  I think that’s what is lacking, not just 
the meaning of it, but what is the pattern of voronoi is supposed to do, rather than the fact of their portioning.  If this is really about nearest neighbor concept about 
how the crystallization coordinates, then it has to carry forward into part of your proposal, because right now its lacking from the whole proposal. 

TS:  Also I think what you guys really have to do is just find how you’re going to use voronoi and get the scales.  From the original set up you have certain things. I 
mean, Patrick’s comment about bringing curves into the system is a really important one for you to take on and even on the fact that you want to talk about a bus 
terminal and so forth.  You can do that, those initial diagrams, people gravitate towards that because you can see a path-cell relationship that is feasible. These 
sort of angles where its formalized becomes difficult to have a things to argue about.  And I think you can also play on how much the parkscape takes in relation to 
the landscape and the voronoi.  I think right now the voronoi, the project is being treated as a voronoi project, because its being fetishized in  terms of the image 
of the voronoi, but the cracking aspect of what you guys are doing doesn’t have to relegate itself to a corridor condition.  You are minimizing that.  You 
are playing the extremes, and not actually have to have this very equal relationship between … where a crack really does create interference.

YO: Bu t I don’t think it’s a fetishizing.  I don’t mind seeing some dirty laundry on that wall, because they have to go through the process 

TS: What I’m saying is that the you have some criteria to meat, certain performance criteria that they evaluate the voronoi distribution on the urban 
level which is maybe a  very different assumption than how you are subdividing the building and I’m just suggesting that those curves members you 
could start your organization with, but when you jump so quick to the urban figure and all your whole process is to subdivide, your setting yourself up 
for a difficult situation, because that initial set up is actually got to mean everything and all we’re really discussing is the urban figurization and I think 
somehow that point is where you have to bring in real life experience and develop the landscape and some space.  Your voronoi is really deficient, 
talking about the actually interface between cell to cell.  It’s literally this space, and that space is what you guys need to bring into the system.  You 
brought it in through the cracking, I’m not necessarily sure that you guys are utilizing the cracking to its full potential, .

CP: Could it be for example that the development of this catalogue of solving incidents  and problems could help you develop the point you already have, for instance 
whereby you sample instances of the site and then you start regrouping them with the aim to systematize them, and grab hold of some the solutions that you might come 
up with.  In other words, I think Brett mention the issue of void versus solid and then there is the issue, for example in these the dirty laundry diagram, where you can 
take 4 or 5 cells and regroup them in a bigger whole and then you can see how the space inside the individual voronoi itself is split up in the sort of parimetrical offsetting 
of the space that reduces it further.  Is there a kind of stratification, of horizontal or vertical planes, and how does that, let’s say, offer you how a myriad of combinations 
come to reconfigure themselves .  It could be an interesting way forward because then you don’t need to lose the interesting formal aspect hear  but you can regig or geo-
metrically modify that and maybe it will end up being a collage project in the end or whatever you make of it, but it could quite interesting in that sense to see how much 
diversity it can actually hold.  In other words take advantage of it being an incidentally problematic, or let’s say that the problems are all incidental, turn it on its 
head and derive something from that, that is convergent towards something which is much more powerful perhaps and more kaliedescopic and varied.
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Phase I provided a test ground for our ideas in the realm of “crack urbanism.”  We experiment with many techniques and attempted to create various systems to 
organize the urban scheme.  The results provide a basis for our Phase II thesis project.  We aim to further our research and create a unified project that incorpo-
rates the ideas we worked on the first phase, along with more developed systems that will help us better control our design.  We have identified areas where we 
feel that the work needs to improve, as well as points where we achieved our goals.

 The good.

Wide range of Abstract research•	

Manipulation of the voronoi and investigation of its formal expression•	

Operations incorporating contextual information•	

Development of useful scripts•	

Gain understanding of the crack logic and its possible use in urban space•	

 The bad.

Did not achieved a coherent system in terms of urban proposal •	

Over-reliance on Voronoi Operation•	

Relation between the structures and the landscape is not well defined•	

The Opening of the façades and the placement of the slabs are mechanical.•	

Did not use the negative space of the crack as a potential massing strategies for landscapes and/or structures•	

 The future

Develop a intelligent shift from the system to the Form•	

Develop a more parametric intelligence which creates biases and translates  the information into form•	

Define the basic logic that the system will follow and create criteria to evaluate outputs•	

Incorporate program in the proposal•	

Differentiate flows between diverse means of transportation•	
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